In strip casting the heat extraction rate is limited by the thermal resistance at the interface between solidified shell and the mold (rolls for twin-roll strip casters). The objective of this work was to assess the effect of the use of atmospheres with gaseous species containing sulfur on the heat transfer rate experienced during droplet solidification against a water-cooled copper mold. This issue was addressed by the use of experimentation in which liquid Fe droplets solidified in direct contact with a copper chill substrate under an atmosphere of Argon mixed with a 95/5 mixture of H 2 and H 2 S. The effect of the atmosphere composition was assessed by measuring in-mold heat transfer rates during solidification and by characterizing the solidified samples by sulfur printing and Scanning and Auger electron microscopy. The results were compared to those obtained using pure Fe in 95/5 atmosphere of Ar/H 2 . It was found that heat transfer rates were higher when the gas atmosphere contained H 2 S, result that can be explained by the decrease of the melt surface tension or the increase of the liquidus-solidus temperature difference due to the pick-up of sulfur from the gas phase into liquid iron.
Introduction
In strip casting the melt solidifies in direct contact with the mold, e.g. the rolls in a twin-roll strip caster, which allows high heat transfer rates and therefore high casting speeds.
In such conditions heat extraction rate and productivity are limited by the thermal resistance at the interface between the processed metal and the mold.
1) The interface thermal resistance or its reciprocal, i.e. the heat transfer coefficient, can be affected, among other factors, by the gas atmosphere composition. 2, 3) During casting the mold has microscopic surface roughness and texture, and during mold filling or contact between the mold and the liquid metal gas can be entrapped and either dissolve or expand depending upon its composition and lead to areas of poor contact between the mold and the growing shell. Shell contraction due to thermal effects and because of gas solubility decreases with decreasing shell temperature when combined with the above fluid mechanical effects, results in the solidifying shell being inevitably in contact with both the mold and a gas phase due to intermittent contact. The gas phase composition and pressure determines the shape of the metal surface by affecting the wetting conditions between the mold and the metal and contact points between the shell and the mold. Choo et al. 3) in POSCO's pilot strip caster observed that, when casting is performed in nitrogen atmosphere, the conformity of the metal surface to the roll surface is much greater than when casting in argon atmosphere: dents were machined on the roll surface and penetration occurred only with a nitrogen atmosphere but not with an argon atmosphere, for example. They also found that measured heat fluxes increased with increasing nitrogen concentration in the gas shrouding atmosphere. The way a gas atmosphere affects interfacial heat transfer depends also on the solubility of the gaseous species: since nitrogen retains a relatively high solubility in both liquid and solid steel, the contribution to interface gas gap formation was lower due to solution in the metal that resulted in lower gas film pressures, closer contact between the shell and the mold and therefore higher measured heat transfer rates between the shell and the mold. Strezov et al. 2) proved that the thermal conductivity of the gaseous species is another important factor, as they observed that in chill dipping experiments the use of helium, instead of argon, lead to higher heat fluxes as helium's thermal conductivity is higher than that of argon.
More generally, the surface tension of the melt is thought to play an important role in affecting heat transfer in strip casting. Examples of this are the results by Phinichka, 4) Strezov et al. 2) and Evans et al. 5) All of these authors found that, when casting steel in direct contact with a cooling substrate, the heat extraction rates increased with the increase of the concentration of the considered surface-active element (sulfur or tellurium). A higher content of surface active elements leads to a lower melt surface tension, which results in better wetting conditions between the mold and metal and thus better heat transfer conditions. When a chemical reaction involving surface active elements, such as oxygen and sulfur, is established between gas phase and liquid metal, then changes in its surface tension can be obtained by changing the gas phase composi-tion: this may represent another important mechanism by which the atmosphere can affect heat transfer rates. In this work H 2 and H 2 S were mixed with the main carrier flow of argon. In such a case the reaction that determines the change in surface tension is the dissociation of hydrogen sulfide:
Beside the change of surface tension, other effects of the dissociation of H 2 S on the steel surface that could affect the metal-mold interface heat-transfer are the decrease of liquidus temperature and the increase of liquidus-solidus temperature gap.
Another major effect of reaction 1 is of course the sulfur pick-up by the metal. In considering the possible industrial application of the use of gases such as H 2 S, the sulfur pickup must be kept below the limits defined by grade specifications. A model to predict the effects of the use of H 2 S in a twin-roll strip caster was developed: it provides estimates of the achievable decrease of melt surface tension, of the achievable increase in heat extraction rates and of the increase of sulfur content in the solid strip.
Experimental Procedure
The effect of gas atmosphere composition on in-mold heat extraction for casting conditions similar to strip casting was studied with the use of droplet solidification experimentation. 1, 4, 6) An experimental apparatus for the in-situ observation of the solidification phenomena of metal droplets impinging onto a water-cooled copper substrate has been developed and used in the past years at the CISR laboratories at Carnegie Mellon University. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the experimental set-up the steel specimen (3.0 g) is held at the bottom of a quartz tube, which is placed in the middle of a coil inside a bell jar where the atmosphere can be controlled. The sample is heated and melted by an induction furnace, and the temperature is measured by means of a pyrometer placed above the tube. When the desired temperature is reached the furnace is turned off and, by means of a pulse of pressurized Argon, the liquid droplet is ejected through a small hole (Ͻ0.5 mm) in the tube end onto a water-cooled copper chill, against which solidification occurs. Ejection of the liquid is completed between 500 ms and 1s. Two T-type thermocouples are inserted in holes drilled parallel to the surface at two different depths. The temperature histories are recorded by the data acquisition system; the most important quantity derived from each experiment is the heat flux at the sample-substrate surface (Fig. 2) which is back-calculated by means of an inverse heat flux algorithm. 7) Droplet ejection experiments are important with respect to the fundamental study of strip casting given the common conditions of direct contact between cooling substrate, to which we will also refer to as mold, and solidifying metal: we can say that this kind of experiment can be used to study issues involved in strip casting at a very small scale and from a scientific and fundamental point of view.
Typical plots of interfacial heat flux versus time, as they are determined from a droplet ejection experiment, are shown in Fig. 3 . We can see that, within the first 500 milliseconds, there are series of peaks of heat flux that are caused by the varying contact conditions between liquid and cooling substrate due to the uncontrolled impingement by the liquid during the ejection period, which indeed ends at about 750 ms; then the heat flux decreases and has a more regular trend.
In previous studies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 8) that focused on heat transfer in strip casting, heat fluxes determined during solidification experiments were considered only in the first 500 ms or less, paying attention especially to the very first milliseconds during which usually a high initial heat flux peak is observed. This approach makes sense when considering the order of magnitude of characteristic solidification times in strip casting, i.e. 0.15 s. 9) Moreover the peak heat flux value has been considered as representative of the heat transfer conditions and as the main quantity to look at in order to establish the capability of exchanging heat across the metal-mold interface. Accordingly in previous works, carried out using the same apparatus used in our research, attention was paid mainly to initial heat flux peaks and heat flux trends during the first 400 ms. 4, 6, 8) In this study however we decided to consider longer times in the heat flux plots. The reasons are the following:
• The values of the first peaks are given by the impingement of the droplet onto the chill substrate. Since the impingement area, across which heat enters the mold, is small and since its position cannot be fully controlled, the 1-dimensional approximation for the inverse heat flux determination does not hold, making the heat flux values computed at this stage not reliable. Variations in the thermocouple insertion position make this problem even worse and the strong dependence of the first peak heat flux value on the impingement point explains why its value varies from one experiment to another.
• The heat flux values when the trend becomes more regular, after the end of ejection at about 750 ms, have a good repeatability and seem to be representative of the experimental conditions and the contact between the shell and the mold.
• The ejection of the liquid from the quartz tubes finishes between 500 ms and 1 s, and thus stable contact conditions between the solidifying steel droplet and the copper mold are established only at that time.
• Total solidification times for the droplet are of the order of 2 s, as determined by previous studies 4, 8) and by comparison of the calculated heat removed and actual heat that needs to be removed. Although small areas can solidify before the end of the ejection stage (time Ͻ500 ms), they are likely re-melted by the liquid that is still impinging on the forming droplet; therefore most of the solidification process occurs between 750 ms and 2 s. The heat fluxes considered in this range of time are thus influenced by solidification.
• Rather than individual peak values of heat flux, the average level of heat flux is a parameter that better represents overall heat transfer conditions during solidification of the droplet in the experimental set-up used in this study; therefore we also found it was important to accompany the information given in the plot of heat flux versus time with the information given in the plot of heat removed per unit area as a function of time. The latter is obtained from the former by integration. In this type of plot all fluctuations are smoothed and the average slope of a curve tells how fast heat extraction is throughout the whole process. Moreover, in this type of plot, curves of heat removed determined for the same experimental conditions are grouped in bundles: the steeper a bundle is, the better the heat transfer conditions are for that condition. Two sets of experiments were performed to assess the effect of the presence of H 2 S in the gas atmosphere where casting is carried out: one set with samples of pure Fe in a gas atmosphere composed only of Ar and H 2 ; the other set with samples of pure Fe in a gas atmosphere in which H 2 S was added to Ar and H 2 .
The pure iron samples had 99.98 % purity and the temperature before ejection of the droplet ranged from 1 605°C and 1 620°C.
Experimental Results and Samples Characterization
The effect of the use of H 2 S gas, when casting is performed in conditions similar to strip casting, was assessed by comparing the in-mold heat fluxes measured during droplet solidification experiments carried out in gas atmospheres containing or non-containing H 2 S.
In the first series of experiments a mixture of Ar-5%H 2 was used directly from a gas cylinder in order to control the atmosphere during the solidification experiments; in the other series UHP Ar from one cylinder was mixed with a H 2 -H 2 S mixture from another cylinder (95 % H 2 , 5% H 2 S). The ratio (H 2 ϩH 2 S)/Ar was 10/90 in volume.
In Figures By comparing the heat fluxes for the two cases in Figs. 3 and 4, it can be seen that, the use of H 2 S in the gas atmosphere, where casting is performed, leads to an increase in the heat flux measured during the experiments: from an average heat flux of about 5 MW/m 2 for the atmosphere without H 2 S (Fig. 3) to an average heat flux of about 6 MW/m 2 for the atmosphere with H 2 S (Fig. 4) . This leads to improved heat extraction rates: for the same time more heat is removed when H 2 S is used, as shown by the fact that in Fig.  5 the curves of heat removed versus time for the experiments in Ar-H 2 -H 2 S lie above those for experiments in Ar-H 2 .
Beside its effect on measured heat fluxes, the use of H 2 S was expected to affect also the metal samples composition. The pure Fe samples that were cast in Ar-H 2 -H 2 S atmosphere were characterized in different ways, aiming particularly to the determination of the distribution of sulfur: chemical analysis by LECO was used to measure the bulk average sulfur content, while sulfur printing, SEM and Auger electron microscopy were used to assess its local distribution, especially in proximity to the sample surface.
In Table 1 the chemical analysis of a sample measured after a casting experiment in Ar-H 2 -H 2 S can be compared to that of a sample cast in Ar-H 2 . We can see that the sulfur pick-up from the gas atmosphere is significant.
Samples were also characterized by sulfur printing. An example of print is shown in Fig. 6 : the sulfur content on the sample surface is much higher than that in the bulk; in fact the black halo surrounding the droplet is due to the presence of sulfides. It can be noticed that the area in contact with the cooling substrate is not rich in sulfides.
Analysis of the samples at the SEM confirmed the presence of sulfides on or close to the sample surface; moreover sulfides could be found easily on the top and side areas of the surface, but only with difficulty on the area on the cooling substrate side. Figure 7 shows elemental maps by EDS of sulfides found at the top of the droplet. Sulfide inclusions were also found within the droplet but always in proximity of the surface, both in spherical and elongated shape (Fig.  8) .
Sulfur printing and SEM analysis showed very little presence of sulfides in the bottom surface of the sample in contact with the cooling substrate, which is a necessary condition to state that sulfides form due to segregation as solidification proceeds from the bottom of the sample upward.
The bottom of the sample surface was analyzed by Auger electron spectroscopy, which is a powerful method for the analysis of surfaces and surface-active elements like sulfur. By use of this technique, qualitative chemical analysis of the surface in contact with the cooling substrate was performed on samples for both casting atmosphere conditions. At first the spectrum for samples cast in Ar-H 2 -H 2 S did not show an evident peak for sulfur, because peaks for elements like oxygen, carbon and calcium, which are due to adsorption of gas molecules from the air and to contamination caused by handling, were present and dominated the spectrum. Samples were then sputtered in order to remove this layer of dirt. We then found that after a certain sputtering time (3 min), the peaks of oxygen and carbon disappeared, suggesting that the layer of dirt had been removed. Only after its removal was the difference between the two casting atmosphere conditions revealed. Figure 9 shows the spectrum for a sample cast in Ar-H 2 -H 2 S, where the peak of S is finally evident. Its peak was not present in the spectrum for samples cast in Ar-H 2 .
What is more interesting however is that, for samples cast in Ar-H 2 -H 2 S, by a series of sputtering steps it was possible to observed how the sulfur content progressively decreased with increasing distance from the original surface. The decrease is shown in Fig. 10 , where the ratio of the amplitude of the sulfur peak to the amplitude of the iron peak, which is indeed proportional to the sulfur content, is plotted versus sputtering time. The ratio can be seen to decrease as the sputtering time increases, i.e. as the depth from the surface increases. The gradient in sulfur content can be due to both surface segregation and mass transport. The presence of this gradient makes the surface in contact with the cooling substrate, which is the one that matters for heat transfer, much richer in sulfur than the bulk. This analysis however is only qualitative, as the ratio of the sulfur peak over the iron peak amplitude is not a quantitative measurement of the sulfur content and as a relation between sputtering time and depth from the sample surface is not certain; however it is possible to say that the order of magnitude of the distance over which the gradient of sulfur content is developed is 1 mm.
Discussion

Discussion of the Experimental Results
From the experimental results in Figures from 3 to 5 , the following observations can be made:
• the average heat flux measured in the first 2 s of the droplet solidification experiments is about 5 MW/m 2 when a Ar-H 2 gas atmosphere is used (Fig. 3) , while it is about 6 MW/m 2 when the atmosphere contains also H 2 S (Fig. 4) ; • in Fig. 5 , for the same time, the curves of heat removed computed for the experiments in Ar-H 2 -H 2 S atmospheres lie above those for the experiments in Ar-H 2 , thus showing that the use of H 2 S gas leads to improved heat extraction conditions. The presence of H 2 S in the casting atmosphere therefore affects heat transfer rates greatly and particularly leads to increased heat extraction rates. This final effect can be explained in different ways, in relation to the effects that the increase of the sulfur content in the sample, due to the dissociation of H 2 S (Eq. (1)) on the liquid steel surface, can have. Three are the effects of the increased sulfur content that are important in terms of steel-mold interface heat transfer:
• decrease of liquidus temperature, which corresponds to an increased superheat; • increased difference between liquidus and solidus;
• decrease of surface tension.
All these lead to an increased heat transfer rate in strip casting. Todoroki et al., 6) for example, found that heat fluxes are higher when casting alloyed metals than when casting pure metals. Similarly the increase of the metal shell-mould heat transfer coefficient with increasing melt superheat is a fairly well established finding. 1, 4, 6, 10) Finally results available in the literature on the effect of melt surface tension have already been mentioned in the introduction. 2, 4, 5) In this work the final sulfur content in the iron samples cast in a gas atmosphere containing H 2 S was about 100 ppm; by using the expression for the liquidus temperature proposed by Turkdogan, 11) T melting ϭ1 537Ϫ73. The sulfur pick-up would then lead to only a 2°C decrease in solidus temperature, i.e. a 1.55°C increase in the liquidus-solidus temperature difference. The fact that the increase in melt superheat and the increase in the liquidus-solidus temperature difference are very small suggests that those are not the explanation of the improved heat transfer rates; however they cannot be discarded completely, since, as shown by the analysis with the Auger electron microscope, the sulfur content at the surface is much higher than the one in the bulk that was used for the calculations, thus making the decrease of melting point and the increase in liquidus-solidus gap locally much higher.
The decrease of surface tension due to the increased sulfur content is probably the most important factor.
For binary Fe-S alloys Eq. (4) can be used for the calculation of surface tension at 1 550°C (4) where g is the surface tension in [mN/m] and h S is the activity of sulfur with respect to the 1 wt% standard state. As a first approximation, in order to compare the two cases of casting atmosphere with or without H 2 S, the values of %S in Table 1 can be used to compute the respective values of surface tension. The relation found by Strezov et al.
2) between decreasing heat flux and increasing surface tension can then be used to estimate the heat flux corresponding to the previously computed values of surface tension. The results are shown in Table 2 .
According to the calculations, the use of H 2 S would lead to a 17 % increase in heat flux: this estimation compares well with our experimental results, in which the use of H 2 S lead to an increase of average heat flux from about 5 MW/m 2 to about 6 MW/m 2 , i.e. a 20 % increase. However, as already mentioned above, the results obtained with the Auger electron microscope showed that the sulfur content on the surface of the sample is higher than the one in the bulk used for the computation of the surface tension, which means that the actual surface tension could be lower than the value of 1 584 mN/m in Table 2 and, as a consequence, the measured heat flux could be higher.
An estimate of the sulfur content at the surface of the sample can be done by assuming that its value is determined by the equilibrium of the chemical reaction in Eq.
(1) and by assuming that the ratio of the partial pressures of H 2 and H 2 S at the steel surface is equal to its value in the bulk of the gas atmosphere, i.e. 5/95. By using the thermochemical data in Ref. 14) , at the melting temperature of Fe, the so estimated sulfur content at the sample surface is approximately 25 wt%. For this sulfur content locally at the sample surface:
• the liquidus temperature would be 1 220°C, 15) leading to an increase of superheat of 318°C;
• the liquidus-solidus temperature gap would be 232°C 15) ;
• the surface tension would be between 400 mN/m and 500 mN/m. 16) All these three effects would combine and would lead to a greatly increased heat flux. Although the above computed sulfur content at the sample surface is probably an over-estimation, the considerations just made show that the decrease in surface tension might not be the main effect leading to the increased heat extraction rates and that the decrease in liquidus temperature and the increase in liquidussolidus gap should also be considered.
General Discussion on the Effect of Surface Active
Elements In a more general framework, it is now important to establish the relative strength of the effects of the liquidussolidus gap increase and of the surface tension decrease on the increase of heat extraction rates. Figure 11 is derived from the results by Strezov et al. 2) on the effect of tellurium; Figure 12 from those by Evans et al. 5) and by Phinicka et al. 4) on the effect of sulfur. In the case of Te (Fig. 11) , it is evident that, as the decrease in surface tension levels off with the element content, so does the heat flux; at the same time the increase in liquidus-solidus temperature difference with %Te is only limited to less than 5°C, which is not enough to determine a two-fold increase in heat flux. By looking at Fig. 12 , similar observations can be made for sulfur below 0.1 %: as the decrease in surface tension becomes slower, the increase in heat flux with %S slows down as well. Considering a larger range of sulfur concentration and the curves drawn from the results by Phinicka 4) does not offer straightforward observations, probably due to the wide range of sulfur composition considered. However, while the surface tension seems to decrease more and more slowly, the heat flux seems to increase more rapidly and this is likely to be due to the increase of liquidus-solidus temperature difference. Combining the observation from Figs. 11 and 12, it can be said that both the decrease in surface tension and the increase in liquidus-solidus temperature have an effect, but their relative importance depends on the surface active element content:
• at lower values of the element concentration, surface tension decreases more rapidly, while the liquidus-solidus temperature increases only limitedly, so that the increase in heat flux is mainly due to the effect of surface tension; • at intermediate values of concentration, the decrease in surface tension slows down and the heat flux levels off or increases slowly; • at high values of concentration, the liquidus-solidus temperature difference reaches significant values and this leads to a faster heat flux increase. The extent at which an increase in heat flux is due to the decrease in surface tension or to the increase in liquidussolidus temperature difference depends on the concentration of the surface active elements: the effect of the former is more important for relatively lower values of the element concentration, while the effect of the latter dominates for higher values of concentration.
General Discussion on the Effect of the Decrease of Surface Tension
As in most commercial steel grades the content of the surface-active element falls in a range of relatively low values, the case of increased heat extraction rate due to the decrease of surface tension, rather than to the increase of liquidus-solidus gap, is of much greater interest. Therefore how a decrease in surface tension leads to better heat transfer conditions will be now discussed.
Experimental evidence is that, when steel solidifies in direct contact with a mold, a decrease in surface tension of the melt is accompanied by an increase in heat extraction rates. A decrease in surface tension can be obtained by addition of surface-active elements or by an increase of melt temperature. While all studies in literature report that surface active elements lead to an increase of heat fluxes, 2, 4, 5) there is not a complete agreement on the effect of melt superheat, as both increasing and decreasing heat fluxes have been observed with increasing melt temperature. 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 17) It is believed that a lower surface tension leads to increased heat extraction because, upon contact, the liquid can better conform to the contour of the mould surface. An improved conformity between the steel and the mould surfaces would then be maintained throughout the all solidification process, thanks also to the effect of the ferrostatic pressure.
To establish if this is actually the mechanisms in which surface tension acts on heat transfer conditions, a necessary step is to develop a numerical method to compute the profile of the surface of the liquid in contact with a rough surface (Fig. 13) .
Calculations of the liquid surface profile, z(x), were made assuming: a valley of triangular shape and infinite in the direction perpendicular to the x-z plane; symmetry with respect to the z-axis; the minimum of the liquid surface profile at xϭ0.
To determine the shape of the liquid surface, Laplace's equation has to be used: (5) where Dp is the pressure difference across the gas-liquid interface, s LV is the surface tension of the liquid, R 1 and R 2 are the principal radii of curvature.
In Eq. (5) Dp is equal to the ferrostatic pressure acting on the surface: The numerical method proposed by Adams et al. 18) can then be used to develop the liquid surface profile. A depth of the valley of 30 mm; a peak-to-peak distance of about 100 mm 2) ; a ferrostatic head of the order of millimeters, similar to the meniscus area in a strip caster; and a surface tension from 1 to 2 N/m were assumed.
After performing calculations it was found that, under these conditions, the surface of the liquid is basically parallel to the x-axis, as the difference of z between the minimum at zϭ0 and the point at which the surface contacts the side of the asperity is equal or less than 1 mm. This agrees with what Fukase et al. 19) claim in the development of their SBS model, i.e. that the ferrostatic head near the meniscus area is not sufficient to bend the surface of the liquid, which then remains straight between the peaks of the asperities.
The wetting condition then has to be reformulated and it is the same as that of a liquid surface infiltrating a model triangular groove, 20) for which only two cases are envisioned: complete or no penetration at all.
If b is the angle that characterizes the groove shape (Fig.  14) , the cavity can be infiltrated only if: (11) where s LG , s SL and s GS are respectively the surface tension, the mold-liquid interfacial energy and the mold-gas interfacial energy. Two cases can be distinguished: While the former can explain why coatings with wetting contact angles have been found to lead to improved heat extraction rates, 1) the latter can explain why a decrease of the melt surface tension leads to better contact and better heat transfer conditions: the contact angle q Y is decreased and so b critical increases, which in turns means that more cavities can be filled by the liquid.
After all these considerations however, it must be pointed out that contact between solid and liquid is not established in equilibrium conditions, which is implied in all the equations above; therefore the actual extent at which cavities in the mould surface are infiltrated is very hard to predict and estimate, as it can be affected by the combination of fluid flow, solidification and gas entrapment.
Model for the Use of H 2 S in a Twin-roll Strip Caster
The experimental results are promising regarding the possibility of affecting heat transfer rates in strip casting by changing the composition of the gas shrouding atmosphere kept above the liquid pool, e.g. by using H 2 S together with Ar or N 2 . It must be remembered that this idea is applicable only to strip casting, as no casting powder is used and thus the metal is directly exposed to the inert gas atmosphere and is in direct contact with the mold, i.e. rolls in a twinroll strip caster. A drawback of the use of H 2 S in the shrouding atmosphere is of course the sulfur pick-up in the metal, which, if not properly controlled, could lead to detri- mental effects on the properties of the final product. However two factors are favorable to limit the maximum sulfur pick-up. The first is that sulfur is a surface-active element, which means that, even if the bulk content is relatively low, the surface could be saturated. This is advantageous because the surface tension would be low, and thus the heat transfer rates would be high, even for relatively low sulfur contents; moreover, if the pick-up process were controlled by chemical kinetics, the sulfur would poison the surface and slow the increase of its bulk content. The second factor is that metal with low sulfur content is continuously flowing into the melt-pool, thus balancing the sulfur pick-up occurring at the surface exposed to the gas shrouding atmosphere. In order to estimate the effects of the use of H 2 S in a twin-roll strip caster, a simple model based on mass transport was developed. The physical representation of the problem is shown in Figs. 15 and 16 .
The list of symbols is as follows: , %H bulk and %H ex , sulfur and hydrogen content in the metal respectively at the gasliquid interface, in the bulk of the liquid pool, which is assumed equal to the content of the inflowing liquid from the tundish, and in the solid strip at the exit of the rolls; the system of equations, which is not reported for sake of brevity, leads to the following:
• Figure 18 shows the estimated maximum heat flux as a function of the sulfur content in the ladle for varying m H 2 S and for p H 2 S bulk respectively equal to 0.1 atm and 0.3 atm. Equation (4) is used to compute the surface tension and the relation between heat flux and surface tension by Strezov et al.
2) allows estimating the former from the latter.
From Fig. 17(b) it can be seen that, if H 2 S is used in the shrouding atmosphere of a twin-roll strip caster, the increase of sulfur content in the strip with respect to that in the ladle is, for the set of conditions considered in our calculations, limited to less than 15 ppm, which is in most cases tolerable. We must remember though, that this quantity, D%S, is an average value; thus the issue of non-uniformity through the strip thickness arises. For example from Fig. 17(a) it can be seen that the increase of sulfur content on the pool surface can be as high as 500 ppm, which is not tolerable. Thus, given a fixed value of m H 2 S , the best choice for p H 2 S bulk would be a value that leads to a desired and significant increase of heat transfer rates, but at the same time ensures a maximum local increase of sulfur content below a certain limit. For example, let's assume this limit is 100 ppm. For p H 2 S bulk ϭ0.1 atm a value of m H 2 S ϭ0.005 m/s guarantees that the limit is not exceeded, as (%S surface Ϫ %S bulk )Ϸ80 ppm, and the increase in heat flux that can be achieved is as high as 20 %. For a higher value of p H 2 S bulk , such as 0.3 atm, the limit of 100 ppm for (%S surface Ϫ%S bulk ) is not exceeded if m H 2 S ϭ0.001 m/s; the resulting increase in heat flux would be less than 15 %. Figure 18 also shows that the effect of the gas atmosphere is less and less significant as the initial sulfur content in the ladle increases.
Further comments must also be made. First of all, the effects of sulfur on microstructure development and the thermal effect of the dissociation of H 2 S are not negligible and should be considered. Finally, diffusion in the strip during cooling in the solid state would allow a partial recovery of composition uniformity and alleviate the detrimental effects given by high local sulfur pick-ups.
Conclusions
The results obtained in droplet ejection experiments performed in gas atmosphere containing H 2 S are promising, as they are evidence that the gas atmosphere composition can be used to greatly affect heat extraction rates. The use of reactive gaseous species leads to local chemical changes of the sample, which can affect interfacial heat fluxes through changes in surface tension, in liquidus temperature and in liquidus-solidus temperature difference. These results are particularly interesting, as the use of certain gases would be an inexpensive way to increase heat transfer rates in a strip caster.
The effect of surface-active elements was considered in terms of their influence on surface tension and liquidus-solidus temperature difference. With increasing element content, the decrease of surface tension dominates for lower values of its concentration, while the increase in liquidus-solidus difference dominates at higher concentration. According to this and to the average bulk sulfur content reached in the experiments, it was concluded that the increase in heat extraction rates achieved in this work was likely to be due to the decrease of surface tension; however an estimate of the sulfur content locally at the sample surface showed that the increase of liquidus-solidus gap and the decrease of liquidus temperature might also play an important role.
For most commercial grades the surface-active element content has to be low and therefore the effect of surface tension dominates that of the liquidus-solidus temperature gap. It was shown that the effect of surface tension is to enhance wetting conditions, by making it easier for the liquid metal to fill the cavities of the mould rough surface. To assess the actual effects of H 2 S in a twin-roll strip caster, a simple model based on mass transport was developed. It showed that heat extraction rates can indeed be increased, but the sulfur pick-up at the steel surface can be very high, thus leading to significant composition gradients through the strip thickness; the average pick-up in the final strip however is small and limited to only about 10 ppm.
